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Genome project conference to bring renowned experts
BY JESSICA

N. ROBERTS

The Human Genome Project
has raised profound legal,
ethical, medical and policy
issues. "The Human Genome
Project: Expanding the Conversation" at the University's schools of
Law and Medicine Jan. 28-29 will
assemble scholars from widely
divergent disciplines to examine
the genomics revolution.
This centerpiece conference is
one of four components of the
yearlong program "Law and the

Human Genome Project: Research, Medicine, and Commerce,"
co-sponsored by the School of
Law's Center for Interdisciplinary
Studies and the School of
Medicine.
"We want to add new voices to
the conversation," said conference
co-organizer Susan Frelich
Appleton, J.D., associate dean of
faculty and the Lemma Barkeloo
and Phoebe Couzins Professor of
Law. "We wanted to include bright,
creative thinkers who would bring
new insights to the Human

To attend
There is no fee for attending the
conference, but pre-registration is
required. To register or to obtain
additional information about the
program, call Linda McClain at
935-7988 or e-mail center®
wulaw.wustl.edu.

Genome Project discussion."
The conference combines these
new voices with two of the

project's key figures: Francis S.
Collins, M.D., Ph.D., director of
the National Human Genome
Research Institute at the National
Institutes of Health, where he has
overseen the 13-year effort to map
the genome by the year 2003; and
Robert H. Waterston, M.D., Ph.D.,
the James S. McDonnell Professor
of Genetics and head of that
department in the School of
Medicine, where he directs the
Genome Sequencing Center.
Collins will deliver the
conference's opening keynote

Assembly Series
spring lectures
begin with Dyson

Newly approved

Parkinson's
treatment
available

BY BARBARA REA

Cultural critic and writer
Michael Eric Dyson will be the
first of 13 speakers featured in the
Spring 2002 Assembly Series
schedule.
The speakers will address a wide
range of subjects, including U.S.
foreign policy, the Underground
Railroad, racial and cultural issues
in America, sex and intimate
relationships, the science of
laughter, and nautical archaeology.
Unless otherwise noted, all
Assembly Series events take place
at 11 a.m. on Wednesdays in
Graham Chapel and are free and
open to the public.
Dyson will kick off the series at
11 a.m. Jan. 30 in Steinberg
Auditorium in Steinberg Hall.
(Graham Chapel will be closed at
that time for the installation of
new pews.) Dyson will deliver the
seventh annual Chancellor's
Fellowship Conference keynote
address, titled "Hip-Hop, the
African American Scholar, and the
African American Community."
A Baptist minister and the
best-selling
author of
Race Rules:
Navigating
the Color
Line, Dyson
has written a
number of
books
weighing in
on contemDyson
porary
American
racial concerns and has become
one of the most visible and
articulate cultural critics of his
generation. His most recent book
is I May Not Get There With You:
The True Martin Luther King, Jr.,
published in 2000.
He is also the author of two
collections of essays, Reflecting
Black: African-American Cultural
Criticism, which offers essays on
African-American sup*erstars as
well as on racism, sexism and
popular culture; and Between God
and Gangsta Rap: Bearing Witness
to Black Culture, which covers
such issues as the O.J. Simpson
trial in addition to critiques on
rap music. Making Malcolm: The
Myth and Meaning of Malcolm X,
was a 1994 New York Times
See Assembly, Page 5

address, "Genomics, Medicine,
and Society," at 9:15 a.m. Jan. 28 at
the medical school's Eric P.
Newman Education Center.
The two-day conference will
feature three other keynote
speakers. Nancy S. Wexler, Ph.D.,
the Eugene Higgins Professor of
Neuropsychology at Columbia
University and president of the
Hereditary Disease Foundation,
will present an address, "Genetic
Joy— Genetic Jeopardy," Jan. 28.
Michael Traynor, J.D., president of
See Genome, Page 6

BY GILA RECKESS

Realizing the dream Members of the University's Visions Choir perform as part of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Commemoration Celebration Jan. 21 in Graham Chapel. The theme for this year's
event was "Realizing the Dream." In addition to the choir, the event featured words from Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton and Linda Kennedy of the Black Repertory Theatre, as well as vignettes and
testimonials from students.

Campus Y - 'a haven for students' - turns 90
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

Although the Campus Y has
been active at the University
since 1911, its mission has
changed little since its founding.
"The Y has maintained its
same vision and purpose —
student-led programming aimed
at meeting the needs of our
community," said Donna Chapa
Crowe, director of the Campus Y.
"What has changed is that there is
a much larger infrastructure on
campus to support students'
concerns and needs."
The Campus Y celebrated its
90th anniversary in 2001 and
capped off the memorable
achievement with a celebration
and reception at the Whittemore
House Jan. 17.
The organization began as a
joint effort by the YMCA and the
YWCA to promote contact
between students and faculty
outside the classroom. According
to Chapa Crowe, the University's
is the only campus Y in the
country that is still a joint
collaboration between the YMCA,
the YWCA and a university.

Campus Y timeline
1911: YWCA chartered at
Washington University
1912: YMCA chartered at
Washington University. World War I
interrupts YMCA when men were
called to serve in the war
1924: YMCA reorganized on campus
1934: YWCA and YMCA merge to
form Washington University Campus
Y. Campus Y moves from Lee
Residence Hall to Graham Chapel
anteroom
1944: Campus Y moves to its current
location in Umrath Hall. Board of
Managers and students paint and
furnish facilities
2001: Campus Y celebrates its 90th
anniversary and completes a
yearlong renovation to its current
location

The first activities at the
Campus Y were informal gatherings between professors and
students to discuss the problems
of University life. But as its

membership increased, the
programs sponsored by the
Campus Y became more varied.
The Assembly Series, part-time
job placement, individual- and
group-counseling services, an offcampus housing bureau and
international-student hospitality
programs are some of the
programs started by the Campus
Y that are still active today.
"There was a time in our
history where there was not an
Office of Student Activities, there
wasn't a Career Center and there
wasn't a South 40," Chapa Crowe
said. "The Y has always been a
haven for students wanting to
respond to events outside the
classroom, and we continue to
represent that today."
While there is a much larger
infrastructure on campus to
support student concerns and
needs than there was in 1911, the
Campus Y continues to be an
integral part of that support
system.
"The Campus Y was initiated
as a student response," Chapa
Crowe said. "And it continues to
See Campus Y, Page 2

Deep brain stimulation for
patients with Parkinson's
disease (PD), approved by the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Jan. 14, is available from
University physicians at BarnesJewish Hospital.
The implanted device, made by
Medtronic Inc., delivers continuous, high-frequency electrical
stimulation to a particular region
of the brain in order to disrupt
brain signals that otherwise cause
disabling symptoms.
The deep brain stimulator was
FDA approved in 1997 for use in
one region of the brain, the
thalamus, to reduce tremor.
Though patients with PD often
experience tremor, it is only one of
many disabling symptoms. The
approval announced this week
allows neurosurgeons to implant
the device in a nearby region, the
subthalamic nucleus, a procedure
that has been proven to not only
relieve tremor but also alleviate
the other symptoms of PD.
Though the 1997 FDA approval
did not specifically address the use
of deep brain stimulation in the
subthalamic nucleus, approval of
the device itself allows physicians
to use it in ways they feel are
beneficial for the patient. A team
of neurologists and neurosurgeons
in the School of Medicine,
therefore, have been implanting
the stimulator in both the
thalamus and in the subthalamic
nucleus for the past few years.
"This may be one of the best
treatment options available for
selected patients with advanced
Parkinson's disease, but not all
patients are good candidates for
this surgery," said Fredy J. Revilla,
M.D., a neurologist at the
University's Movement Disorder
Center. "Those who already have
undergone the procedure have had
dramatic improvements."
Joshua L. Dowling, M.D.,
assistant professor of neurological
surgery in the School of Medicine
and Keith M. Rich, M.D., associate
professor of neurological surgery,
See Parkinson's, Page 3
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Tatlock to hold Lewin distinguished professorship
Lynne Tatlock, Ph.D., professor
and chair of the Department of
Germanic Languages and Literatures in Arts & Sciences, has been
named the Hortense and Tobias
Lewin Distinguished Professor in
the Humanities, announced
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., executive
vice chancellor and dean of Arts &
Sciences.
The donor of this distinguished
professorship designated that it be
awarded to a University professor
in the humanities who has shown
excellence in the fields of scholarship and teaching. Tatlock will be
the second holder of this professorship, succeeding Naomi
Lebowitz, Ph.D.
A formal installation will be
held Feb. 5 in Holmes Lounge.
"I am really delighted that
Lynne Tatlock will be the Hortense
and Tobias Lewin Distinguished
Professor in the Humanities,"
Macias said. "Her scholarship and
teaching are exemplary, and she
has done a splendid job of chairing
our Department of Germanic

Languages and Literatures, which served in that position from
has thrived under her leadership.
1992-97.
Tatlock's research and teaching
Lynne is a key member of our
are devoted largely to 17th- and
Arts & Sciences faculty, and she
will bestow great distinction on
19th-century German literature
the professorship as it also
and culture with an emphasis on
distinguishes her."
prose fiction. She has an interest
Tatlock earned a bachelor's
in the relation of historiography,
degree in
social realism and the literary
1971, a
imagination, but her publications
master's
range widely. They treat such
degree in 1975 diverse topics as 19th-century
and a doctorjournalism and narrative; women
ate in 1981, all writers of the 17th and 19th
centuries; the relation of nationin Germanic
alism and regionalism; political
languages
economy and the island narrative;
from Indiana
University. She Marlene Dietrich; the history of
German literature in America;
joined the
Tatlock: Formal
Washington
fact and factuality in the early
installation Feb. 5
University
modern novel; literature and early
faculty of Arts modern professionalism; and the
& Sciences in 1981 as an assistant literature of misbehavior.
professor, was named associate
She was among the first
scholars of 17th-century German
professor in 1987 and full
literature to publish on gender
professor in 1994.
and so helped to open the field
She is in her second stint as
for younger scholars. The Graph
chair of Germanic languages and
literatures, having previously
of Sex and the German Text:

Gendered Culture in Early Modern
German 1500-1700, an anthology
of essays she edited, encouraged
and published groundbreaking
research in this area.
In the past few years, Tatlock
has published translations of two
19th-century German novels, From
a Good Family and Their Pavel. In
her current research, she has begun
to investigate the cultural politics
of translation, focusing on how
American women translators
shaped the reception of German
middlebrow literature in this
country.
Tatlock has taught at all levels
in the German program at the
University, from beginning
German language classes to
graduate seminars on 17th- and
19th-century German literature
and culture.
A recipient of the Certificate of
Special Recognition for Excellence
in Mentoring from the Graduate
Student Senate of Arts 8c Sciences,
she also holds a Teaching Award
from the Council of Students of

Arts & Sciences, and she received
a Distinguished Faculty Award
on Founders Day in 1999.
A devoted mentor, she has
helped graduating students
succeed in an increasingly tight
job market in German. Her
efforts to forge links to other
programs and to develop new
fields of study have resulted,
among other things, in a
connection between the Department of Germanic Languages
and Literatures and the Women's
Studies Program in Arts 8c
Sciences and the creation of an
internship in the teaching of
business German.
The Hortense and Tobias
Lewin Distinguished Professorship in the Humanities was
established in 1987 by a gift from
the late Tobias Lewin to honor
his wife, Hortense. The gift also
reflects Tobias Lewin's interest in
the humanities and his desire to
create more awareness of the
importance of the humanities
and a liberal-arts education.

Loomis awarded Packard Fellowship
Is University's 1st
chemist selected
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

Richard A. Loomis, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of chemistry in Arts 8c Sciences, has been
awarded a David and Lucile
Packard Fellowship for Science
and Engineering of $625,000 over
five years.
Loomis was one of just 24
fellows selected out of an
applicant pool of approximately
100. He was nominated by both
chemistry department Chair
Joseph J.H. Ackerman, Ph.D.,
the William Greenleaf Eliot
Professor, and Chancellor Mark
S. Wrighton.
The Fellowship in Science and
Engineering Program, established
in 1988 by the David and Lucile
Packard Foundation, encourages
the nation's most promising,
young university professors to
pursue their science and engineering research with few funding
restrictions and limited paperwork requirements. The foundation hopes this program will
improve scientific research by
persuading exceptional scientists
and engineers to remain within
academia to conduct basic
research and to teach the next

generation of science leaders.
Every year, the foundation's
Fellowship Advisory Panel invites
the presidents of 50 universities
to nominate two young professors
from each of their institutions.
The nominations, proposals, and
application packets are carefully
reviewed by a panel of distinguished scientists, who select the
24 fellows who exhibit the most
promise for developing novel
research programs that will result
in a significant impact on the
science and
engineering
communities.
Of the 24
awards this
year, only
four fellowships were
awarded to
chemists, and
Loomis is the
University's
Loomis: Packard
Fellowship recipient first in
chemistry
and only the fourth overall to
receive this prestigious award
since its inception. The other
University recipients are Michael
E. Wysession, Ph.D. (1992),
Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences, Jonathan B.
Losos, Ph.D. (1995), and Barbara
N. Kunkel, Ph.D. (1997), both
from the Department of Biology,
and all in Arts 8c Sciences.

Loomis earned a doctorate in
chemistry in 1995 from the
University of Pennsylvania and
then received a prominent
National Research Council
Postdoctoral Fellowship with the
National Institute of Science and
Technology and the University of
Colorado from 1996-98. Loomis
joined the Washington University
Department of Chemistry as an
assistant professor in fall 1998.
As a physical chemist, Loomis'
research interests are centered on
probing and controlling reaction
dynamics at the most fundamental level, that is, with atomic
resolution. Loomis recalls that
these interests developed in his
first high school chemistry class.
While he could comprehend
that two chemicals, when mixed
together in a beaker, would react
forming different products when
the appropriate temperature
conditions were achieved, he still
questioned exactly how the
reaction between the molecules
within the chemicals occurred.
While his teachers and later his
professors could make solid
conjectures at the mechanisms of
these reactions, the precise details
— for example, the exact
geometries between the reactant
molecules as they approached one
another, the motions induced
throughout the reaction event,
See Loomis, Page 6

Arts & Sciences to present Outstanding Staff Awards
With more than 280 staff
members in Arts 8c Sciences, "
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., executive vice chancellor and dean of
Arts 8c Sciences, knows just how
vital the nonacademic personnel
are to the University's success.
"Our staff members are
enormously important to Arts 8c
Sciences," Macias said. "Their
dedicated support makes it
possible for the faculty to teach
and engage in research and the
students to learn. Their loyalty
and hard work help make this
institution great."
To recognize their creative
contributions and exemplary
performance, Arts 8c Sciences will
present 12 staff members with the
first Arts 8c Sciences Outstanding
Staff Awards during a reception
from 3-4:30 p.m. Jan. 31 in the
Women's Building Lounge.
This award will be presented
annually to non-teaching
personnel who have contributed
significantly to the effectiveness of
the teaching, advising, counseling
and research efforts in Arts 8c
Sciences.
Liz Peterson, associate director
of the Teaching Center, will

receive the Dean's Award, which
recognizes staff housed outside
of Arts 8c Sciences who have
made key contributions to Arts
8c Sciences.
The honorees will receive a
framed award and a $250 gift
certificate to the Galleria.
"We received a substantial
number of nominations for this
award, and selecting the winners
from so many terrific nominees
was a difficult task," Macias said.
"I appreciate the great response
from the nominators, and I look
forward to having the opportunity to recognize many more of
our outstanding staff members
in the years to come."
The recipients of the Arts 8c
Sciences Outstanding Staff
Award are:
Kathy Atnip, director of
ArtSci Academic Support in the
Arts 8c Sciences Computing
Center: Atnip's leadership has
been essential for Arts 8c Sciences
to reach its goal of supporting
teaching and learning with
technology. With great skill and
unflappable demeanor, she helps
Arts 8c Sciences faculty — even
those with little computer

experience — make creative use
of computer technology. She
directs the teaching lab in Eads
Hall where faculty can get advice
on innovative use of technology
in their courses, and she was the
visionary and a key organizer of
the ITeach Symposium held
earlier this month.
John Epstein, director of
engineering development in the
Department of Physics: Epstein's
skill and dedication have been
essential to the success of the
cosmic-ray research group. In his
40 years at the University, he has
become a highly skilled designer
of complex one-of-a-kind
instrumentation, including
instruments that have flown
successfully on spacecraft and
high-altitude balloons. For the
past two months, he has been in
Antarctica with an instrument —
which has just completed the
longest scientific balloon flight,
collecting cosmic rays — that he
helped build. He has worked
closely with generations of
students, teaching them much of
the technical know-how that is
essential to successful work in
See Awards, Page 7

(From left) Sophomore Christine Huang chats with Mary Ellis of the
Class of 1943 and Janet Morse of the Class of 1951 during the
Campus Y's 90th anniversary celebration at the Whittemore House
Jan. 17. The event, attended by current students, alumni and members
of the Campus Y board of directors, capped off a yearlong observation
that included a complete renovation of Campus Y's facilities.

Campus Y
Coordinates more than
21 ongoing programs
— from Page 1

serve that function very well." .
Currently, the Campus Y
coordinates more than 21
ongoing programs throughout
the academic year. They include
tutoring programs, Alternative
Spring Break, environmental and
housing programs, social and
cultural programs and events,
and health and children's
programs.
Mike Giger, who graduated
from the University in 1965 with
a bachelor's degree in history,
has served on the Campus Y
Board of Managers since 1974.
"Over the 40 years that I have
been associated with the Y, there
have been a tremendous variety
of creative programs developed,
modified and discarded as the
students seek new ways to grow
and test their abilities to make a
difference outside the traditional

Washington University community news
Editor Kevin M. Kiley
Associate Editor Andy Clendennen
Assistant Editor Neil Schoenherr
Associate Vice Chancellor Judith Jasper Leicht
Executive Editor Susan Killenberg McGinn
Medical News Editor Anne Enright Shepherd
Production Carl Jacobs
News & Comments
(314) 935-6603
Campus Box 1070
kevin_kiley@aismail.wustl.edu
Medical News
(314)286-0119
Campus Box 8508
shepherda@msnotes.wustl.edu

academic setting," Giger said.
"The Campus Y is at its best
when it provides a supportive
environment where highly
motivated students can learn,
test and improve their leadership skills."
Chapa Crowe agreed, adding
that the students make the
Campus Y what it is today. "I've
only been here 18 months but
I've been so impressed working
with the student leaders. They
have a real passion and commitment for what they want to do.
They are bright, committed,
dedicated young people and I
thoroughly enjoy working with
them."
Members of the Campus Y
just completed a yearlong
renovation to the facility in the
Garden Level of Umrath Hall.
"We believe now that the Y is
back to where it was years ago,"
Chapa Crowe said. "It's a place
where students can feel comfortable coming in to study and meet
with other students. We are very
excited about the renovations
and the direction that the
Campus Y is moving."
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School of Medicine Update

Tumor size predicts survival in lung cancer patients
BY DARRELL

E. WARD

When people with lung
cancer are treated with
radiation therapy, the size
of their tumor may be the best
predictor of the treatment's
success, rather than how far the
tumor has spread within the lung.
This finding by researchers in
the School of Medicine is
published in the January issue of
the International Journal of
Radiation Oncology, Biology,
Physics.
The study sought to identify
the best predictor of therapeutic
outcome for patients treated with
three-dimensional conformal
radiation therapy (3D-CRT), the
state-of-the-art in radiation
therapy for lung cancer. 3D-CRT
uses computers to shape the
radiation beam so that as little
healthy tissue as possible is
damaged during the treatment.
Physicians typically try to

gauge the likely success of
radiation therapy for lung cancer
based on whether the cancer has
spread to lymph nodes or other
tissues. Such factors determine the
tumor's stage.
"Cancer staging has been used
to predict treatment outcome for
patients with every kind of cancer
and is useful for people undergoing surgery," said Jeffrey D.
Bradley, M.D., instructor in
radiation oncology at the
University's Mallinckrodt Institute
of Radiology and the study's lead
author. "But for a lung cancer
patient whose tumor isn't treated
with surgery, the traditional
staging system may not be the
right approach. Our findings
suggest tumor volume is more
important."
The retrospective study looked
at data from 207 patients with an
average age of 66 who were treated
at the University for inoperable
non-small-cell lung cancer

between 1991-98. All patients
had undergone treatment with
3D-CRT, which requires careful
visualization of the tumor in
three dimensions prior to
treatment.
The investigators identified a
variety of factors thought to be
important for predicting
treatment outcome following
radiation therapy.
"When we analyzed the data,
characteristics such as age,
tumor stage and whether or not
the patient got chemotherapy all
dropped out," Bradley said. "The
most-important factor was gross
tumor volume."
Gross tumor volume refers to
the total size of the tumor,
which includes the lung tumor
itself plus the affected lymph
nodes.
When the researchers looked
at survival according to tumor
size, they found that patients
with small tumors — tumors

equivalent to 3 cubic centimeters (the size of a roll of 35millimeter film) or smaller —
did much better than those with
larger tumors: 68 percent of
patients with small tumors
survived after one year and 61
percent survived after two years,
whereas only 44 percent of
patients with large tumors
survived more than one year
and 25 percent survived more
than two years.
Many of these patients also
suffered from other serious
illnesses such as heart disease,
lung disease and diabetes. When
the researchers looked at people
who died because of their
tumors and not from other
causes, survival rates for patients
with the smallest tumors were
78 percent at both year one and
two. Tumor-specific survival
rates for those with the largest
tumors were 51 percent after the
first year and 29 percent after

the second year.
The findings suggest that
3D-CRT may be an alternative for
patients with small tumors who
ordinarily would be treated with
surgery but for whom surgery is
hazardous. For example, an elderly
lung cancer patient whose
advanced age or additional
chronic illness would make
surgery difficult to tolerate, might
be a good candidate for 3D-CRT.
The findings also suggest that
patients with large tumors should
be treated less aggressively,
according to Bradley.
"These patients may be better
treated with lower doses of
radiation to help control their
symptoms rather than large doses
that try to eliminate the tumor,"
he said.
But before such recommendations can be made, Bradley said,
"our findings must be confirmed
in a large multi-institutional
study."

Children's responses to asthma drugs studied
BY ANNE ENRIGHT SHEPHERD

Pediatric researchers in the
School of Medicine are
collaborating in a new national
study to determine how to
identify the best asthma medications for particular patients.
Children with mild to moderate
asthma may be eligible to
participate in the study.
This research is the first of its
kind to examine how individual
differences affect the body's
response to asthma medications.
Using the two top-selling
asthma control medications in the
United States, Flovent and
Singulair, researchers seek to learn
why some patients respond better
to one of the medications than
the other. They will look at
genetic differences, asthma
history, allergen skin test results
and other characteristics that vary
from one person to another. The
two drugs are well established, so
the study will not examine
whether one drug is more
effective than the other.
"It's becoming increasingly
clear that different patients with
the same illness respond to
different medications," said
Leonard B. Bacharier, M.D.,

co-principal investigator of the
St. Louis site. "We need to get a
sense of why this happens."
Asthma is a chronic disease
caused by inflammation and
swelling of the small airways in
the lungs. The swollen airways
become
congested with
mucus, and
muscle spasms
around the
airways block
the normal flow
of air, causing
the person to
cough, wheeze
Bacharier: Studies and have
difficulty
pediatric asthma
breathing.
Before any new medication is
approved for use, extensive testing
is done to ensure that it is safe and
effective. But those studies rarely
use genetic information to
understand why a particular drug
works well for one person but not
for someone else.
To qualify for the study,
children must have mild to
moderate asthma and be between
ages 6 and 17. Once enrolled,
participants in the five-month
study will inhale fluticasone
propionate (Flovent) and take a

Rheumatic disease center funded by grant
BY DARRELL

E. WARD

Researchers in the School of
Medicine have received a fiveyear, $3 million grant to establish
a Rheumatic Disease Core Center,
making it one of only seven in the
nation.
The grant, from the National
Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases, was
awarded to Wayne M. Yokoyama,
M.D., the Sam J. Levin and
Audrey Loew Levin Professor of
Research in Arthritis and
professor of pathology and
immunology.
"Our goals are to enhance and
facilitate the collaboration of
scientists from different disciplines who are engaged in
research related to rheumatoid
arthritis and other rheumatic and
autoimmune diseases," said
Yokoyama, who also is chief of the
Division of Rheumatology in the
Department of Medicine.
Twenty-nine faculty members
in immunology, autoimmunity,
inflammation, cell signaling, bone
biology and virology research will
be united in arthritis research.
The new core center will be an
integral part of the recently
established Center for Arthritis

and Related Diseases and will build
on a number of existing facilities to
provide services to medical school
faculty studying processes related
to arthritis and autoimmune
diseases. These services include the
production of genetically engineered mice and the production
and purification of monoclonal
antibodies and proteins. The mice
will provide new insight into the
causes and treatment of arthritis
and autoimmune diseases.
Highly specific monoclonal
antibodies are used to identify a
particular molecule, such as a
receptor, or to block the action of
that molecule. The antibodies
thereby help reveal the role of
individual molecules in the disease
process. The core center also will
produce highly purified proteins
that can be used as tools in a similar
manner.
The center will foster the
development of junior faculty by
funding promising and innovative
research. Two projects already have
been selected. One examines the
role of immune cells known as
cytotoxic T cells in rheumatoid
arthritis; the other focuses on
biochemical pathways governing
the development of osteodasts, cells
that break down bone.

montelukast pill (Singulair), each
for eight weeks. Throughout the
study, participants will take
albuterol as needed for asthma
symptoms. To be sure the study's
results are not distorted, children,
parents and researchers will not
know which medication is given
at any given time.
Participants will receive
compensation for each study visit,
located at St. Louis Children's
Hospital.
"One of the challenges of
managing kids with asthma is that
we have a variety of medications
available to us," said Bacharier,
assistant professor of pediatrics.
"Each of them has their attractive
sides and each has their side
effects. In this study, we're going
to let the characteristics of each
person tell us which medication
makes more sense for one patient
and less sense for another
patient."
Researchers aim to enroll
140 children at five centers
nationwide, including 28 children
at the St. Louis site. Results from
the study, funded by the National
Institutes of Health, could help
physicians better tailor medications to people most likely to
respond to them.
The study is called Characterizing the Response to a Leukotriene
Receptor Antagonist and an
Inhaled Corticosteroid (CLIC).
To enroll in the study or for more
information, call 286-1173.

Parkinson's
Deep brain stimulator
shows early success
— from Page 1

of radiology and of anatomy
and neurobiology, already
have implanted the device in
close to 100 patients with PD
and other forms of tremor at
Barnes-Jewish Hospital.
Their hope is that this
surgical option will be more
accessible to the public and
that insurance companies will
more readily pay for the
procedure in PD patients now
that it has FDA approval.
"We've had remarkable
success using this procedure in
PD patients," Dowling said.
"Many patients return to a
relatively normal, active life,
usually with a significant
reduction in their medication.
We're thrilled that the FDA has
approved the procedure for
these patients."

Advanced degree As one of the first doctoral students in the
Program in Occupational Therapy, Kelly Chapman (left) works
under the guidance of Leonard N. Matheson, Ph.D. (center),
assistant professor of occupational therapy, to develop a
therapy plan for Carl Denzler in the Occupational Performance
Center at the Rehabilitation Institute of St. Louis. The doctor of
occupational therapy degree is being offered at the School of
Medicine for the first time this year.

The subthalamic nucleus is
one of the brain regions
involved in controlling
movement and is overly active
in patients with PD. Patients
therefore may experience a
number of symptoms including
tremor, slowness of movement,
stiffness and difficulty talking.
Drugs help to "unfreeze" the
muscular system but often
cause frequent, exaggerated
involuntary movements,
limiting their functional
benefit.
Deep brain stimulation of
the subthalamic nucleus
provides good symptomatic
relief with much lower doses of
medication, reducing the side
effects.
Other surgical procedures,
including pallidotomy and
thalamotomy, also can improve
the symptoms of PD, but these
procedures involve destroying a
small area of brain tissue and
are irreversible. Therefore, there
is higher risk of permanent
undesirable side effects.
"Subthalamic nucleus deep

brain stimulation works better with
overall lower risk," Dowling said.
The stimulator consists of
three parts. A thin, flexible wire,
called the lead, is implanted into
the brain with four electrodes
extending into the subthalamic
nucleus. Another wire connects
the lead to the implantable pulse
generator, a metal device roughly
the size of a chocolate-chip
cookie. The generator generally is
implanted near the collarbone
and is battery-operated, thus
generating power for the electrodes in the brain.
The device can be turned on
and off or removed if necessary,
and stimulation levels are
adjusted according to individual
needs.
In addition to its clinical uses,
the deep brain stimulator
provides a unique way to study
the underlying cause and
manifestation of PD. Researchers
in the medical school are
combining imaging techniques
with deep brain stimulation to
find out more about the disease
itself.
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University Events
Acclaimed women's a cappella groups come to Edison
BY LIAM OTTEN

Two renowned a cappella
ensembles will combine '
forces Jan. 25-26 at Edison
Theatre for a unique evening of
international music that celebrates the power and passion of
the female voice.
Songs From Mama's Table
features a joint performance by
Linda Tillery & The Cultural
Heritage Choir, a vocal quintet
dedicated to the "survival music"
of the African Diaspora, and
KITKA, widely considered this
country's foremost interpreters of
Eastern Europe's often breathtakingly complex choral repertoire.
Shows begin at 8 p.m., with
each evening featuring a different
special guest: the Washington
University Greenleafs today; and
Charis, the St. Louis Women's
Chorus, Jan. 26. In addition,
Tillery & The Cultural Heritage
Choir will perform a special allages matinee for Edison Theatre's
ovations! for young people series
at 11 a.m. Jan. 26.
Tillery, perhaps best known as
the shimmering alto from Bobby
McFerrin's Voicestra, first
encountered field recordings of
traditional African-American
music in 1992 while singing for
the play Letters From a New
England Negro. It was a revelation
for the artist, unveiling a virtual
treasure-trove of spirituals, work
songs, slave songs, field hollers,

Songs From
Mama's Table
Who: KITKA with Linda Tillery
& The Cultural Heritage Choir
What: A cappella concert
Where: Edison Theatre
When: 8 p.m. today with guest the
Washington University Greenleafs;
11 a.m. Jan. 26, Linda Tillery
ovations! for young people
performance; 8 p.m. Jan. 26, with
guest Charis, the St. Louis Women's
Chorus

chants and folk tales in a vast
array of styles, from intoned
sermons and call-and-response
shout-outs to multilayered
harmonies and polyrhythmic
percussion.
"This music, particularly the
spirituals, has kept black people
alive through slavery, night rider's
raids, and segregation," Tillery
said. "This is the music that has
been used as a support for just
about every political movement in
this country. People take spirituals, reword them and march
together in the name of freedom
and justice."
Within months, Tillery had
assembled her Cultural Heritage
Choir: Rhonda Benin, Elouise
Burrell, Melanie DeMore and
Emma Jean Foster-Fiege. To date,

the group has released five
acclaimed albums: Good Time, A
Good Time (1995), Front Porch
Music (1997); Shakin' a
Tailfeather (1997); Hippity Hop
(1999); and Say Yo' Business
(2001).
Tillery has been a force in the
San Francisco Bay area since the
late 1960s, metamorphosing
from a 19-year-old pop singer
with the psychedelic Loading
Zone to R&B diva and into her
current role as "the queen
mother of the women's music
circuit." In addition to Voicestra,
she has been featured in the Zazu
Pitts Memorial Orchestra and on
more than 50 recordings by a
wide variety of artists, including
Santana, Boz Skaggs, Kenny
Loggins, Sheila E., Holly Near,
John Santos and the Turtle
Island String Quartet.
KITKA's material ranges from
traditional folk songs to contemporary theater pieces, from
ancient village duets to largescale choral works, in more than
a dozen languages: Albanian,
Bosnian, Bulgarian, SerboCroatian, Georgian, Hungarian,
Ladino, Macedonian, Romanian,
Russian, Ukrainian and Yiddish,
with the occasional Latin,
medieval Gallician and ancient
Greek. The voices are riveting
and exotic, elegant and eerie, the
melodies hauntingly beautiful.
KITKA was formed in 1979,
its members drawn together by a

albums on
their own
Diaphonica
label:
KITKA
(1989),
Voices on
the Eastern
Wind
(1993),
Sacred
Voices,
Sacred
Sounds
(1995) and
Nectar
(1999).
Tickets
to the
evening
shows are
$25; the
Jan. 26
matinee is
$7. Tickets
for all
shows are
available at
A cappella ensemble Linda Tillery (seated, center)
the Edison
& The Cultural Heritage Choir will perform as part of
Theatre
Songs From Mama's Table Jan. 25-26 at Edison Theatre.
Box Office
and through all MetroTix outlets.
common passion for the dissoThe concerts are co-presented
nances, asymmetric rhythms and
lush harmonies of Balkan and
by the Edison Theatre
Slavic women's music. Their work
OVATIONS! Series and the Black
has been featured on numerous
Alumni Council, with additional
soundtracks and nationally
support from the Department of
Music in Arts & Sciences. For
syndicated radio programs,
including A Prairie Home
more information about the
performances or a related master
Companion and Music From the
class, call 935-6543.
Hearts of Space, as well as four

Something for Nothing • Televisual Flesh • Redesigning Bloodvessels
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place at Washington
University Jan. 25-Feb. 6. Visit the Web for
expanded calendars for the School of
Medicine (medschool. wustl. edu/events/)
and the Hilltop Campus cf6000.wustl.edu/
calendar/events/).

Exhibitions
"Max Weber in America and Other
Paintings." Werner Gephart, Fulbright
Distinguished Chair for German Studies.
Through March 31, 2002. Room 320
Anheuser-Busch Hall. 935-7988.

Biology and Physiology and prof, of
pediatrics. Room 801 Clinical Sciences
Research Bldg. 362-8983.
Noon. Neurology and neurological surgery
research seminar. Laura L. Dugan, asst.
prof, of neurology and neurological surgery
and of anatomy and neurobiology. Schwarz
Aud., first floor, Maternity Bldg. 362-7316.
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. Chemistry
biology interface. Steven 0. Smith, SUNY,
Stonybrook. Room 311 McMillen Hall.
935-6530.
7 p.m. Architecture Monday Night Lecture
Series. "Landscape Architecture Within the
Australian Context." Glenn Murcutt,
architect, Sydney, Australia. Steinberg Hall
Aud. (reception 6:30 p.m., Givens Hall).
935-6293.

Tuesday, Jan. 29

Lectures
Friday, Jan. 25

Noon-1 p.m. Alzheimer's Disease Research
Center seminar. "Structural Basis for the
Conformational Adaptability of Helix-bundle
Exchangeable Apolipoproteins Upon Binding
to Lipoprotein." Jianjun Wang, asst. prof, of
biochemistry and molecular biology,
Southern III. LI., Carbondale. East Pavilion
Aud., Barnes-Jewish Hosp. Bldg. 286-2468.

Thursday, Jan. 31
11 a.m. Pulmonary and Critical Care
Medicine Grand Rounds. "Leaving the
Light on: Sleep in the ICU." Brian
Gehlbach, fellow in pulmonary and critical
care medicine, U. of Chicago. East Pavilion
Aud., Barnes-Jewish Hosp. Bldg.
362-6904.
Noon-1 p.m. Genetics seminar. "Small
Regulatory RNAs and the Control of
Developmental Timing." Victor Ambros,
Dartmouth College. Room 823 McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-2062.

Friday, Feb. 1

Saturday, Jan. 26

Friday, Feb. 1

8 p.m. Senior recital. Michael Rosenberg,
pianist. Graham Chapel. 935-4841.

11:15 a.m. Catholic Mass. Catholic
Student Center, 6352 Forsyth Blvd.
935-9191.

Thursday, Jan. 31

1:15 p.m. Jummuah prayers. Prayer
service. Lower level, Lopata House.
920-1625.

11 a.m. Saturday Seminars: Empires and
After. "Imagining the Imperium in the
Midst of Disaster." Steven Zwicker, Stanley
Elkin Professor in the Humanities.
McDonnell Hall, Goldfarb Aud. 935-6700

4 p.m. Music Dept. lecture. "A Sense of
Order at a Higher Level: The Influence of
Non-Western Music on the Recent
Compositions of Gyorgy Ligeti." Amy
Bauer, asst. prof, of theory. Room 102
Music Classrooms Bldg. 935-4841.

Monday, Jan. 28
Noon. Lung biology conference. "Redesigning Blood Vessels: Nature's Response to
Altered Vessel Wall Proteins." Robert P.
Mecham, the Alumni Endowed Prof, of Cell

4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "What is the Dielectric
Constant Inside a Protein?" Eaton E.
Laftman, prof, of biophysics, Johns Hopkins
U., Baltimore. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley
Ave. 362-0261.
7:30 p.m. Art History and Archaeology
Lecture Series. "Televisual Flesh: Activating
Otherness in New Media Art." Amelia Jones.
Co-sponsored by School of Art. Steinberg
Hall Aud. 935-5270.

2 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Carnegie
Mellon U., Pittsburgh, Field House.
935-5220.

1:15 p.m. Jummuah prayers. Prayer
service. Lower level, Lopata House.
920-1625.

4 p.m. Anesthesiology Research Unit
seminar. "Regulation of Signaling Networks
- by G-protein Coupled Receptors." J. Silvio
Gutkind, chief, Oral and Pharyngeal Cancer
Branch, National Inst. of Dental and
Craniofacial Research, Bethesda, Md.
Room 5550 Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg. 362-8560.

11 a.m. Assembly Series. Chancellor's
Fellowship Conference keynote address.
"Hip-Hop, the African-American Scholar and
the African-American Community." Michael
Eric Dyson, author, critic and prof., DePaul
U. Graham Chapel. 935-5285.

Noon. Men's basketball vs. Carnegie
Mellon U., Pittsburgh, Field House.
935-5220.

Music

Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar.
"Marking Sub-types of ES Cell-derived
Neurons and Glia by Gene Targeting." David
I. Gottlieb, prof, of anatomy and
neurobiology and assoc. prof, of
biochemistry and molecular biophysics.
Room 426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 474-4233.

4 p.m. Anatomy and neurobiology seminar.
"New resources for Gene Mapping in
Mice." James M. Cheverud, prof, of
anatomy and neurobiology and of genetics.
Room 928 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-7043.

Sunday, Jan. 27

4 p.m. Neuroscience seminar. Steven E.
Petersen, prof, of neurology and
neurological surgery. Room 928
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-7043.
6 and 8:30 p.m. Travel Lecture Series.
"High Country Adventure: Yukon and
Canadian Rockies." John Wilson. Cost: $5.
Graham Chapel. 935-5212.

8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand
Rounds. "The Treatment of Endometriosis."
David Olive, prof, and dir. of reproductive
endocrinology and infertility, U. of Wis.,
Madison. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
Place. 362-1016.

1:30-3:30 p.m. National Library of Medicine
Satellite Teleconference. "Sync or Swim:
Managing the Flood of PDAs in Health
Care." Sponsored by the Becker Medical
Library. Moore Aud. To register, call
362-2782.

8 p.m. Men's basketball vs. U. of
Rochester, N.Y. Field House. 935-5220.

4 p.m. Physics colloquium. "Ferromagnetic
Imprinting of Nuclear Spins in Semiconductors." Roland Kawakami, physics dept,
U. of Calif., Santa Barbara. Room 204 Crow
Hall (coffee, 3:30 p.m., Room 245 Compton
Hall). 935-6276.

Noon. Molecular Microbiology and Microbial
Pathogenesis Seminar Series. "Nramp
Proteins, Macrophage Function and Metal
Transport." Philippe Gros, prof, of
biochemistry, McGill U., Montreal. Cori
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-3692.

Wednesday, Jan. 30

Noon. Orthopaedic research seminar.
"Regulation of Osteogenesis and
Osteocalcin Gene Expression by a Novel Ku
Antigen Transcription Factor Complex."
Dwight Towler, bone and mineral diseases
div. Room 11300 West Pavilion, BarnesJewish Hosp. 454-7800.

Millstone Pool. 935-5220.
6 p.m. Women's basketball vs. U. of
Rochester, N.Y. Field House. 935-5220.

Noon. Cell biology and physiology
seminar. "Latent TGFB Binding Protein-1:
Structure, Function and Assembly Into the
Extracellular Matrix." Sarah L. Dallas,
assoc. prof, of oral biology, U. of Mo.,
Kansas City, School of Dentistry. Room
426 McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-2254.

9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. Annual
Chief Resident Conference. "Confronting an
Epidemic of Childhood Obesity." Kelly
Brownell, prof, of psychology and of
epidemiology and public health, and dir,
Yale Center for Eating and Weight
Disorders, Yale U. Clopton Aud.,
4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.

Noon-1 p.m. Work, Families and Public
Policy Brown Bag Seminar Series.
"Something for Nothing: The Liberal Case
Against Welfare Work Requirements." Amy
Wax, U. of Pa. Room 300 Eliot Hall.
935-4918.

Youngdahl Lecture. "A Passion for Justice."
Morris Dees, civil rights lawyer. Cosponsored by the School of Law and the
George Warren Brown School of Social
Work. Graham Chapel. 935-5285.

Saturday, Feb. 2

Monday, Feb. 4
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "V(D)J Recombination, Somatic
Hypermutation and Class Switching:
Diverse Strategies for Diversity." David
Schatz, Yale U. School of Medicine,
Howard Hughes Medical Inst. Eric P.
Newman Education Center. 362-2763.
7 p.m. Architecture Monday Night Lecture
Series. "Between Art and Architecture."
Mikko Heikkinen, Ruth and Norman Moore
Visiting Professor in architecture,
Heikkinen-Komonen Architects, Helsinki,
Finland. Steinberg Hall Aud. (reception
6:30 p.m., Givens Hall). 935-6293.

8-10 p.m. Holmes Jazz Series. Vince Varvel
Trio. Holmes Lounge, Ridgley Hall.
935-4841.

On Stage

Wednesday, Feb. 6
11 a.m. Assembly Series. The Benjamin E.

Friday, Jan. 25
11:15 a.m. Catholic Mass. Catholic
Student Center, 6352 Forsyth Blvd.
935-9191.

And more...
Saturday, Jan. 26

Friday, Jan. 25
8 p.m. OVATIONS! Series. "Songs From
Mama's Table." KITKA with Linda Tillery &
The Cultural Heritage Choir, with guest the
WU Greenleafs. (Also, Jan. 26,11 a.m.
Linda Tillery ovations! for young people
performance; and 8 p.m. with guest Charis,
the St. Louis Women's Chorus.) Cost: $25,
$7 for the ovations! for young people
matinee. Edison Theatre. 935-6543.

9 a.m. The Henry Luce Individual and
Collective Memory Programme and the
Social Thought and Analysis
Programme workshop. "How the Mind
Makes Social Categories 'Natural':
Essentialising Ethnicitity, Race, Gender."
Alumni Center. To register, please call
935-4860.

Sunday, Jan. 27
2 p.m. Memorial service for Julia
McNeely. Graham Chapel. 935-4239.

Tuesday, Feb. 5
5 p.m. Art History and Archaeology Lecture
Series. "Orientalist Aesthetics: Art,
Colonialism and French North Africa,
1880-1930." Roger Benjamin. Room 200
Steinberg Hall. 935-5270.

Worship

Sports

Monday, Jan. 28

Friday, Jan. 25

8 a.m. Human Genome conference. "The
Human Genome Project: Expanding the
Conversation." Eric P. Newman
Education Center. (Also Jan. 29, 8:30
a.m„ Anheuser-Busch Hall.) 935-7988.

6 p.m. Men's & Women's swimming/diving.
WU Invitational. (Also Jan. 26,11:00 a.m.)

record.wustl.edu

Murcutt launches spring architecture lecture series
BY LIAM OTTEN

Glenn Murcutt,perhaps
Australia's most distinguished
architect, will launch the School
of Architecture's spring Monday
Night Lecture Series Jan. 28 with a
talk on "Landscape Architecture
Within the Australian Context."
In all, the series will feature 10
architects from around the world,
ranging from emerging talents to
established figures representing
Australia, Canada, Finland, India,
Japan and the United States. All
lectures are free and open to the
public and begin at 7 p.m.
Mondays in Steinberg Auditorium, unless otherwise noted,
with a reception for each speaker
held at 6:30 p.m. in Givens Hall.
Murcutt, a Ruth and Norman
Moore Visiting Professor, helped
pioneer an identifiably Australian
idiom in domestic architecture,
one that mirrors both the delicacy
and toughness of that country's
landscape. His design for the
Arthur and Yvonne Boyd
Education Centre in New South
Wales won the 1999 Sulman
Award for public architecture.
Other honors include the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects
Gold Medal; the Alvar Aalto
Medal (Finland); the Richard
Neutra Award (United States); the
'Green Pin' International Award
for Architecture and Ecology
(Denmark); the Asia Pacific
Culture and Architecture Design
Award; and the 2001 Thomas
Jefferson Medallion (United
States).
Next up is Finnish architect
Mikko Heikkinen, also a Ruth
and Norman Moore Visiting
Professor, who will speak on
"Between Art and Architecture"
Feb. 4. Probably best known for
the highly acclaimed Finnish
embassy in Washington, D.C.,
Heikkinen's work is characterized
by a sense of simplicity, elegance
and transparency. Other major
projects include the McDonald's
Office Building in Helsinki, the

Assembly
13-speaker series
to run through April 12
— from Page 1
Notable Book. In addition to
books, he contributes to a
number of scholarly journals and
popular magazines.
Currently a professor of
religious studies at DePaul
University, Dyson was formerly
the director of the Institute of
African American Research at the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. He earned master's
and doctoral degrees in religion
from Princeton University.

Other Assembly Series
speakers
On Feb. 6, celebrated civil
rights lawyer Morris Dees will
talk on "A Passion for Justice."
Since
establishing
the Southern
Poverty Law
Center in
1971, Dees
has confronted
powerful
forces of
repression
Dees
and bigotry
in this
country and has successfully won
multimillion-dollar judgments
against hate groups such as the
Ku Klux Klan and the Aryan
Nations. Dees is the author of
two books documenting his most
famous cases and also has penned
an autobiography.
His talk is sponsored by the
School of Law and the George
Warren Brown School of Social
Work, and is the Benjamin E.
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• March 25 — Arizona
European Film College in Ebeltoft,
architect Rick Joy. Joy's honors
Denmark, and the Max Planck
include the Young Architects
Institute, Dresden, Germany.
Award from Progressive ArchitecOther speakers are:
ture magazine (1993); the I.D.
• Feb. 11 — Carol Burns, a
Magazine Award for Environfounding partner at Taylor
ments (1997 and 2000); and The
MacDougall Burns Architects in
Boston and a housing fellow at the Architectural League of New York
Emerging Voices Award (2000).
Harvard University Joint Center
• Thursday, April 4 —
for Housing Studies, where she
Charles Correa, perhaps India's
directs the Harvard Institute of
foremost contemporary architect,
Affordable Housing. Recent
will present the 2002 Fumihiko
buildings include the Wampanoag
" Maki Lecture. Over the last four
Indian Museum in Mashpee on
Cape Cod and a new social hall
decades, Correa's projects have
ranged from the Mahatma Gandhi
for the Episcopal Cathedral in
Memorial at the Sabarmati
Kansas City, Mo.
Ashram to the State Assembly for
• Feb. 18 — Gunter Nitschke,
director of the Institute for East
Madhya Pradesh to public
housing in Delhi, Mumbai,
Asian Architecture & Urbanism in
Bangalore and other cities.
Kyoto. Nitschke, who has lived in
Honors include the Gold Medal of
Japan since 1961, has authored
the Royal Institute of British
numerous books, including The
Architects, the Gold Medal of the
Inner Harmony of the Japanese
Indian Institute of Architecture
House, Japanese Gardens: Right
Angle and Natural Form and From
and the Gold Medal of the
International Union of Architects.
Shinto to Ando. In 1998, he was
• April 8 — Patricia Patkau,
awarded first prize in the International Urban Competition for his
co-founder of Patkau Architects
in Vancouver. The firm recently
design ideas on the future of
won a pair of international
Kyoto.
• Feb. 25 — Author and
competitions — for a science
facility at the University of Texas
architect Edward Allen, professor
at the Massachusetts Institute of
at Houston and for a housing
facility at the University of
Technology. Allen is perhaps best
known for his widely used
Pennsylvania — and in 1996
textbook Fundamentals of Building represented Canada at the Venice
Biennale. Other honors include
Construction, and as co-author of
The Architect's Studio Companion.
two Progressive Architecture
Other publications include How
Awards and 10 Canadian
Buildings Work, Architectural
Architect Awards of Excellence.
Detailing and Shaping Structures.
• April 15 — Finnish architect"
and author Juhani Pallasmaa,
• March 18 — Marlon
Blackwell, associate professor of
the Raymond E. Maritz Visiting
architecture at the University of
Professor and a former director
of the Museum of Finnish
Arkansas, Fayetteville. His
residential projects have been
Architecture. He previously
featured in numerous periodicals
served as dean of architecture at
and books, including The New
the Helsinki University of
American Cottage, and The New
Technology. Recent buildings
include the SIIDA Museum in
American House 3. Inl995, he was
selected by a national jury as one
Inari, Finland, an ethnographic
museum and exhibition space for
of the top 40 designers under 40
years old. Inl998, he was named
the Sami peoples of Northern
an "Emerging Voice" in architecScandinavia.
ture by the Architectural League
For more information on the
of New York.
lecture series, call 935-6293.

Youngdahl Lecture. (Please note:
Due to the implementation of
security measures, please call
935-0014 for information on
admittance to this lecture.)
Sociologist Pepper Schwartz
will deliver the Sex Week lecture
Feb. 13. The Washington
University alumna has written 12
books on subjects relating to sex,
health and relationships, and
writes a column for American
Baby magazine. She is professor
of sociology at the University of
Washington. Her talk will
address "Sex and Intimate
Relationships."
In 1996, Anthony Cohen
retraced the steps that slaves
made along the 1,200 miles
known as the Underground
Railroad on their way to
freedom. Cohen's talk on Feb. 20
will recount his experiences,
many of which mirror the
harrowing stories of slaves who
traveled the secret network of
waterways, rail lines, churches
and sanctuaries. "My Long
Journey on the Underground
Railroad" is the Cultural
Celebration keynote address.
Charles E. Rosenberg,
professor of the history of
science at Harvard University, is
an eminent medical historian
and author of many books on
the study of disease. His bestknown book, The Cholera Years:
The United States in 1832, 1849
and 1866, is credited with
influencing a generation of
scientific historians to examine
not only a disease, but to study it
within the social context of its
time. Rosenberg will deliver the
Thomas D. Fulbright Lecture
Feb. 27.
Strobe Talbott, former
deputy secretary of state under
President Bill Clinton, will give a
talk March 13. Talbott served as

key architect of U.S. foreign
policy for several years and is an
expert on U.S.-Soviet relations.
Before entering public office, he
was foreign-affairs correspondent
and editor-at-large for Time
magazine. A prolific author, he
has written several books on
diplomacy and U.S. foreign
relations and recently edited the
collection of essays, The Age of
Terror: America and the World
After September 11. This is the
Thomas C. Hennings/Omicron
Delta Kappa Lecture.
Leading cell biologist and
Washington University professor
of biology Ursula Goodenough
will present a talk on "Is It
Natural To Be Moral?" March 20.
Goodenough is the author of the
best-selling textbook Genetics and
also wrote a popular discourse on
religion and science, The Sacred
Depths of Nature, which was
named Outstanding Academic
Book of 1999 by Choice. She has
served as president of the Society
of Cell Biologists and also of the
Institute on Religion in an Age of
Science.
On March 27, writer Rita Mae
Brown will give the Women's
Week keynote address. Brown is
the author of more than a dozen
novels and mysteries, of several
volumes of poetry, and of
screenplays, many of which deal
with the subject of lesbianism.
Her novel Rubyfruit Jungle broke
new ground featuring a gay
heroine, and her autobiography
details her life as a gay activist.
Neuroscientist Robert
Provine will discuss "Laughter as
a Scientific Problem" for the Phi
Beta Kappa/Sigma Xi lecture at 4
p.m. Thursday, March 28, in
Graham Chapel. The author of
Laughter will present an examination of the complex reasons for
this unique form of expression.

Sports
Women's hoops wins
two more UAA games
The top-ranked women's
basketball team remained
perfect this season as it picked
up two key University Athletic
Association victories. The Bears
defeated New York University
(NYU), 57-47, Jan. 18 and
Brandeis University, 92-60,
Jan. 20 in the Field House. With
the wins, the Bears extended
their home winning streak to 66
and their conference home
winning streak to 36. Washington U jumped out to a 12-4 lead
against NYU with 12:38 left in
the first half on junior Laura
Crowley's three-pointer. The
Bears managed just 24 first-half
points — their lowest output of
the season — but NYU scored
just 15 points in the first 20
minutes. Crowley led the Bears
with 13 points and four
rebounds, while junior Jennifer
Rudis finished with
12 points and a game-high nine
rebounds. Against Brandeis, the
Bears hit a school record
12 three-pointers as they
improved to 16-0 and 5-0 in the
UAA. Junior Meg Sullivan led
the Bears with a season-high
17 points on 5-of-7 shooting
from three-point range. Senior
Kristi Eller had a career-high
12 assists, one short of the
school record.

Men's hoops remains
tied for league lead
Washington U. maintained its
share of the UAA lead with a
pair of home wins. The Bears
took care of NYU, 72-58,
Jan. 18 before rolling past
Brandeis, 102-55, Jan. 20. The
Bears shot just 39 percent from
the field against NYU and
didn't push the lead into
double digits until late in the
game. WU closed the game on
an 11-3 run to hold on for the
win. Dustin Tylka led all scorers
Provine a professor of psychology and assistant director of the
neuroscience program at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County.
Leading African-American
journalist and media personality
George Curry will deliver the
Martin Luther King Jr. memorial
lecture April 3. The former
editor of Emerge magazine is
now editor-in-chief of Clarity
magazine. He also serves as a
regular panelist on Lead Story,
the weekly news analysis
program on Black Entertainment
Television (BET). As a journalist,
he served as New York bureau
chief and as Washington
correspondent for the Chicago
Tribune. Curry will speak on
"The Assault on Affirmative
Action."
Delivering the John and
Penelope Biggs Lecture in the
Classics at 4 p.m. Thursday,
April 4, in Graham Chapel will
be George Bass. The professor
emeritus at Texas A&M University is widely
regarded as
the founder
of nautical
archaeology,
the scientific
excavation of
ancient
shipwrecks.
During
his more
than 30 years Bass
as a nautical
archaeologist, Bass has contributed to a number of significant
finds and has excavated many
shipwreck sites. He has also
pioneered important advances in
his field, including developments
for underwater stereo mapping
and the process for underwater
decompression.
Esteemed playwright and

with 19 points and added six
rebounds, while Chris Jeffries
scored 14 points and pulled
down 10 rebounds. Jeffries then
starred against Brandeis as he
fell just one rebound shy of a
triple-double in the 47-point
win. He finished with 17 points,
a career-high 10 assists and nine
rebounds, and added a careerhigh six steals as the Bears (15-1,
5-0) stretched their winning
streak to 11 games. Jarriot Rook
finished with a team-high 19
points, nine rebounds and three
blocks.

Swimmers and divers
record easy wins
Both the men and women were
victorious Jan. 19 as the men
improved to 3-4 with a 151-92
victory over Wabash College and
the women improved to 4-2 with
a 141-54 victory over Webster
University. Ryan Braun, Matt
Johnson and James Prescott led
the men with two first-place
finishes each. The women
captured nine of 11 events as they
raced to their fourth dual meet
victory of the season. Lindsay
Wilkinson and Su Wang led the
Bears with two victories each.

Track and field has
record-setting opener
The men's and women's track
and field team began the 2002
indoor season by setting or tying
three school records at the
Eastern Illinois University Mega
Meet in Charleston, 111., Jan. 19.
Kammie Holt and Mindy Kuril
were the top finishers for the
Bears, both in second place. Holt
set a school record and recorded
an NCAA provisional mark in
the long jump with a mark of
18 feet, 4 1/2 inches, and Kuhl
set a school record in the 1,000
meters with a time of 3:02.07.
Sarah Springer tied her own
school record of 9 feet,
11 3/4 inches in the pole vault.
actress Anna Deveare Smith
will present the Congress of
the South 40/Women's Society
Adele Starbird lecture April 10.
Smith has created a body of
work that
makes her
one of the
most
exciting
individuals
in American
theater
today. As a
playwright,
she is best
known for
Smith
her onewoman plays dealing with
racial tensions: Twilight: Los
Angeles 1992 and Fires in the
Mirror. In film, Smith has
appeared in Dave, Philadelphia
and The American President. In
television, Smith has a
recurring role in The Practice
and a guest star role in The
West Wing.
The series will conclude
with an appearance by
humorist and social critic
David Sedans at 11 a.m.
Friday, April 12, in Graham
Chapel. (Sedaris will perform
that evening as part of the
Edison Theatre OVATIONS!
Series.) Sedaris is the author of
three best-selling books, Barrel
Fever, Naked, and his most
recent, Me Talk Pretty One Day.
National Public Radio
listeners first met Sedaris and
his unusual brand of humor in
a series of audio essays, most
notably the "Santa Land
Diaries." This talk is cosponsored by Edison Theatre
and Spectrum Alliance.
For more information, call
935-5285 or visit the Assembly
Series Web site, *3?
wupa.wustl.edu/assembly.
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Genome
Conference here Jan. 28-29
to bring numerous experts
— from Page 1
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the American Law Institute and
a partner of Cooley Godward
LLP, will give an address, "The
Selfish Genome?" at 9:15 a.m.
Jan. 29 in Anheuser-Busch Hall.
And Susan M. Okin, Ph.D., a
political scientist and the
Martha Sutton Weeks Professor
of Ethics in Society at Stanford ■
University, will present "Genetics and the Persistence of
Teleological Thinking."
Collins noted that the
conference's multidisciplinary
nature is a particularly important feature.
"There is a mix of scholars
who have worked on these
issues for many years and others
who were drawn into the field
for the first time by the
conference organizers,"
Collins said.
Richard K. Wilson, Ph.D.,
associate professor of genetics at
Washington University School
of Medicine and co-director of
the Genome Sequencing Center
there, is a co-organizer of the
conference with Appleton. They
are joined by the third coorganizer, Rebecca S. Dresser,
J.D., the Daniel Noyes Kirby
Professor of Law and professor
of ethics in medicine at
Washington University.
Also involved in the planning were F. Scott Kieff, J.D.,
associate professor of law at
Washington University and the
John M. Olin Senior Research
Fellow in Law, Economics, and
Business at Harvard University;
and Charles R. McManis, J.D.,
professor of law.and director of

Loomis
7s University's 1st chemist
to win Packard Fellowship
— from Page 2

and the time-scales for each step
of the reaction — still remained
unknown to him and everyone.
What Loomis wanted was to
examine closely a molecule and
videotape that molecule as it
approached a reaction partner,
then observe the two reactants
combining as an intermediate,
and finally witness the intermediate evolve into product
molecules. While that is
seemingly impossible, Loomis'
research group actually is now
approaching this capability.
The experiments in the
Loomis laboratory uniquely
blend a combination of established molecular beam techniques that allow them to cool
reactants to the lowest possible
temperatures, about negative273 degrees Celsius, with
sophisticated laser technology.
This in turn enables them to
initiate the reactions with
specific energies and preferred
orientations at well-defined
times.
By using multiple lasers, they
can not only precisely start the
reactions, but also monitor the
decay of the reactants or the
formation of the products using
a second laser set to appropriate
spectroscopic transitions. At a
given delay in time between the
first and second laser, a snapshot
of the populations of the
reactants and products, as well
as the relative orientations
among the atoms involved in the
reaction, can be recorded at that
instant along the reaction
pathway.
By recording numerous
snapshots at incrementally
increasing delay times between
the lasers, a movie of the
reaction of interest is generated
at the atomic level with suffi-

the Intellectual Property/
Technology Law Program at
Washington University.
Wilson said he views the
conference as a powerful
opportunity for key professional
people "to ask some good
questions and develop some
good thoughts as to what we do
with the various issues that
come with genome science, to
consider what kinds of legislation we need our congressmen
and senators to think about and
what kind of guidelines we put
in place to protect Joe Public."
Discussion and additional
speakers responding and
offering their own insights will
follow each of the plenary
sessions. True to the
conference's intent, these
speakers will include both
experts in genetics and other
scholars considering the
project's implications for the
first time.
In addition to Waterston,
these speakers will be:
• Anita L. Allen, J.D., Ph.D.,
professor of law and philosophy
at the University of Pennsylvania, a visiting professor of law at
Yale University and an authority
on privacy and bioethics;
• Robert A. Burt, J.D., the
Alexander M. Bickel Professor
of Law at Yale and an expert on
law and medicine, mental health
law and disability law;
• David Cox, M.D., Ph.D.,
co-director of the Stanford
University Human Genome
Center, scientific director of
Perlegen Sciences and member
of the National Bioethics
Advisory Commission;
• Gerald L. Early, Ph.D., the
Merle Kling Professor of
Modern Letters in the Department of English and in African
and Afro-American Studies,
both in Arts & Sciences, at

Washington University, and a
nationally recognized scholar on
race and American culture;
• Amy Gutmann, Ph.D., the
Provost and Laurence S.
Rockefeller Professor of Politics
and the University Center for
Human Values at Princeton
University and a noted authority
on deliberative democracy;
• Noelle Lenoir, J.D., senior
counsel at the international law
firm of Herbert Smith, an
associate professor at the
University of Paris II Law School,
visiting professor at Yale Law
School and the University College
of London Law School, and the
first woman justice on France's
Constitutional Supreme Court;
• Joel Mokyr, Ph.D., the
Robert H. Strotz Professor of Arts
& Sciences, chair of the Department of Economics and Professor
of History at Northwestern
University and a specialist on the
economics of technological
change; and
• Margalit Birnbaum Mokyr,
Ph.D., professor of biochemistry
and molecular biology at the
University of Illinois at Chicago.
The January conference is the
first of four events. Three
additional colloquia are planned
for spring:
• March 22: "Professional,
Ethical, Legal, and Social Challenges for Genetic Counseling and
Testing," led by Appleton and
featuring Garland E. Allen, Ph.D.,
professor of biology in Arts &
Sciences at Washington University;
Michael Berube, Ph.D., Paterno
Family Professor in Literature at
Pennsylvania State University;
Alexander Morgan Capron,
J.D., the Henry W Bruce University Professor of Law and Medicine and co-director of the Pacific
Center for Health Policy and
Ethics at the University of
Southern California; Pauline Kim,

cient time resolution, less than
0.0000000000001 seconds, to
see geometries changing, bonds
breaking, and new bonds
forming.
The research program that
Loomis will be developing
using the grant awarded by the
Packard Foundation will build
on his group's current efforts
and will further lead the field of
chemical reaction dynamics to
new directions. The proposed
research will take advantage of
quantum interference effects
within the reactants and
products to focus ensembles of
molecules at particular places
along the reaction pathway at a
given time.
In these experiments, the
Loomis group will set the
region of the reaction path
where they want the molecules
to focus and set the properties
of the second laser to monitor
the molecules in that region. A
computational genetic learning
algorithm will be implemented
to optimize the properties of
the first laser (the phase and
amplitude of the light)
necessary to focus the molecules at that spot. Such an
algorithm derives its behavior
from a metaphor of the
processes of evolution in
nature.
Furthermore, in a similar
manner, molecules can be
prepared with a preferred
momentum at that region
along the reaction pathway. If
there is a region with branches
in the reaction pathway that
lead to different reaction
product channels ,then the fate
of the reactants could be
determined by optimizing the
momentum of the reactants to
be along a desired path at the
branching point.
Initially, Loomis will use his
technique of quantum control
over bimolecular reactions to
characterize the pathways
sampled in reactions relevant to
combustion, atmospheric and
planetary chemistry. Funds

from the fellowship will initially
be used to develop the apparatus
for these experiments and to
support one graduate student
and one postdoctoral fellow to
concentrate full-time on these
efforts.
Another exciting impact area
in the near future is quantum
computing, which employs the
manipulation of the properties of
elementary particles, such as the
energy localized within molecules
or the electronic states within
atoms or molecules, using the
rules of quantum mechanics.
Here the learning algorithm and
the first laser could be used to
encode information into the wellcharacterized clusters comprised
of chemical reactants. The second
laser would be used to extract the
encoded information from the
system at a desired time.
This aspect of Loomis'
research may make significant
impacts on the future of
computer design as well as the
telepbrtation or encoded
communication of information
through space.

J.D., professor law at Washington
University; Kimberly A. Martin,
M.D., assistant professor, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Washington University
School of Medicine;
Dorothy E. Roberts, J.D.,
professor of law and professor of
sociology at Northwestern
University; Karen H. Rothenberg,
J.D., dean of the School of Law
and Marjorie Cook Professor of
Law at the University of Maryland;
Barbara Katz Rothman, Ph.D.,
professor of sociology at Baruch
College and the City University of
New York Graduate School; and
Alison J. Whelan, M.D., associate
professor, Department of Medicine and Department of Pediatrics
(Genetics Division) at Washington
University School of Medicine.
• April 5: "Germ Line Interventions and Human Research
Ethics," led by Dresser and
featuring Anne M. Bowcock,
Ph.D., professor of genetics,
pediatrics and medicine, Department of Genetics at Washington
University School of Medicine;
Mark Frankel, Ph.D., director
of the Scientific Freedom,
Responsibility and Law Program,
American Association for the
Advancement of Science; Nancy
M.P. King, J.D., professor,
department of social medicine,
School of Medicine at the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill;
Pilar Ossorio, J.D., Ph.D.,
assistant professor of law and
medical ethics and associate
director of the Center for the
Study of Race and Ethnicity in
Medicine at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison; and Daniel
B. Williams, M.D., associate
professor, department of
obstetrics and gynecology at
Washington University School of
Medicine.
• April 12-13: "Patenting

Genetic Products," led by F. Scott
Kieff and Charles R. McManis, and
featuring keynote speaker Robin
Jacob, high court judge of England
and Wales and judge of the Patents
Court of England and Wales. Also
featured will be: Jamie Boyle, J.D.,
professor of law at Duke University; Rochelle C. Dreyfuss, J.D., the
Pauline Newman Professor of Law
at New York University; Rebecca S.
Eisenberg, J.D., the Robert &
Barbara Luciano Professor of Law
at the University of Michigan;
Richard A. Epstein, the James
Parker Hall Distinguished Service
Professor of Law at the University
of Chicago; Pauline Newman,
Ph.D., circuit judge, U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit;
Jerome Reichman, J.D., the Bunyan
S. Womble Professor of Law at
Duke University, and Joseph
Straus, Ph.D., professor at the Max
Planck Institute for Foreign and
International Patent, Copyright,
and Competition Law.
During the spring semester,
Dresser is teaching a related course,
"The Human Genome Project:
Law, Policy, and Ethics," at the
School of Law. Students will attend
both the conference and the
colloquia, read and discuss
pertinent material, and work in
teams to investigate specific
conference topics as well as other
topics related to genetics. These
include privacy, confidentiality and
discrimination; genetics in the
courtroom; research and commercial uses of stored tissue samples;
prenatal and presymptomatic
genetic testing; and potential
individual and group stigmatization from genetics research and
testing.
The Whitaker Foundation has
provided major sponsorship for
the program, with additional
support from Washington
University's School of Medicine
and School of Law.

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police Jan. 15-22. Readers with
information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This
information is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness and is available on
the University Police Web site at police.wustl.edu.

Jan. 17
1:06 p.m. — A former Bon
Appetit employee, fired earlier in
the day, was arrested for assault
and disturbing the peace after
throwing coffee in the face of a
current employee, and for
striking the individual at the food
court at Mallinckrodt Student
Center. The suspect was booked
and released pending a warrant
application. The victim was taken
to St. Mary's Health Center.

Jan. 20
4:48 a.m. — A group of five
students was robbed in the area of
Kingsland Avenue and Kinsgbury
Boulevard. The students were
attacked by four males who
threatened them, threw one

student to the ground and
demanded money. The suspects
didn't display weapons but said
they were armed. The suspects
took money, leaving behind the
students' wallets and identification pieces.

Jan. 21
7:57 p.m. — A student reported
that while she was walking on
the inner campus walkway near
the southwest corner of
McMillan Hall, an unknown
male grabbed her from behind,
placed an unknown object to
her throat and took her wallet.
Total loss is valued at $85.
Additionally, University Police
responded to two automobile
accidents, five reports of theft
and one report of trespassing.

Employment
Use the World Wide Web to obtain complete job descriptions. Go to hr.wustl.edu (Hilltop) or medicine.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical).

Hilltop
Campus

Catalog Librarian

010290
Registered Nurse

010335

Information regarding
positions may be
obtained in the Office of
Human Resources,
Room 130, West
Campus. If you are not
a WU staff member, call
935-9836. Staff
members call 935-5906.

Custodian and
Maintenance
Assistant (part time)

Research Technician
000256

Career Center Project
Leader/iS 020039

Research Assistant

Administrative
Assistant 020044

010023
Administrative
Secretary 010032
Senior Medical
Sciences Writer

010108
Reference/Subject
Librarian (Psychology) 010241
Reference/Subject
Librarian (German)

010242

010349
Reference/Subject
Librarian 010387

Accounts Payable
Coordinator 020085

Legal Clinic
Coordinator 020163

Planned Giving
Officer 020086

Associate Director of
Parent Programs

Senior Prospect
Researcher 020095
Mechanic
(Bargaining Unit
Employee) 020102
Research Assistant

Director of Corporate
Relations 020190

Manager of
Employer Relations

Secretary/
Receptionist 020191

020169
Career Development
Specialist 020170

020104

Medical Assistant

010415

Registrar 020122

020173

Media/Editorial
Advisor (part time)
020053
Director of Annual
Giving Programs
020064
Senior Site Operator
020065
Working Supervisor
(Bargaining Unit
Employee) 020072

020134
Senior Prospect
Researcher 020135

020189

020167

Serials Librarian

Library Technical
Assistant (part time)

Accounting Systems
Data Coordinator

Administrative
Coordinator 020178
Secretary/
Receptionist 020181

Billing Service
Representative

020192
Department
Secretary 020194
Assistant Manager/
Housekeeping for
Residential Life

020195

Medical
Campus
This is a partial list of
positions at the School
of Medicine.
Employees: Contact the
medical school's Office
of Human Resources at
362-7196 External
candidates: Submit
resumes to the Office of
Human Resources,
4480 Clayton five.,
Campus Box 8002,
St. Louis, MO 63110, or
call 362-7196.

Research Technician
(part time) 020183

Partners in
Education w/Parents
Processor 020196

Nursing Administrator 020865

Research Assistant
(part time) 020149

Director of Alumni
and Constituent
Relations 020185

Research Assistant
(part time) 020198

020891

Regional Director of
Development 020151

Lab Technician III
020186

Lab Technician

020137

Student Financial
Services Manager
020162

Administrative
Assistant 020187
Lab Technician (part
time) 020188

Administrative
Secretary 020199
Department
Secretary 0202000
Deputized Police
Officer 020203

Professional Rater II
Senior Research
Technician 020899
Building Coordinator
020957
Division Administrator 020958
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Notables
Speaking of
Rebecca Copeland, Ph.D.,
associate professor of Asian and
Near Eastern languages and
literatures and director of the
East Asian Studies Program in
Arts & Sciences, recently was
invited to give lectures at the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Guilford College and
Wake Forest University.
Copeland's lecture, "Fashioning
the Feminine: Modern Japanese
Women," was part of the
Distinguished Lecture Series on
Japan sponsored by the Association of Asian Studies....
Philip E. Cryer, M.D., the
Irene E. and Michael M. Karl
Professor of Endocrinology and
Metabolism and director of the
Division of Endocrinology,
Diabetes and Metabolism in the
School of Medicine, received the
Claude Bernard Medal and
delivered the Claude Bernard
Lecture at the recent annual
meeting of the European
Association for the Study of
Diabetes (EASD) in Glasgow,
Scotland. The Bernard Medal
recognizes outstanding contributions to diabetes research, and the
lecture is the highlight of the
EASD's annual meeting. Also
director of the General Clinical
Research Center at the medical
school, Cryer's research focuses
on hypoglycemia, or low blood
sugar. He is a former national

president of the American
Diabetes Association (ADA),
the 1994 recipient of the ADA's
Banting Medal for Scientific
Achievement and the former
editor of Diabetes, the ADAs
leading scientific journal.
Last fall, he received an honorary doctor in medicine degree
from the University of
Copenhagen. ...
Charles Leven, Ph.D.,
professor emeritus of economics
in Arts & Sciences, recently
taught a one-credit "short
course" to doctoral students in
the School of Public Policy at
George Mason University. At a
lecture at the Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia, he
presented on theoretical and
practical problems in using
cost-benefit analysis to assess
comparative impacts of using
resources for public services.
Leven also taught for several
days recently as the Smith Guest
Professor of Economics at
Brigham Young University. He
also recently spoke to honors
economics students at Williams
College about problems in
constructing quality-of-life
measures in urban areas....
Shirley K. Baker, vice
chancellor for information
technology and dean of
University Libraries, recently
gave the keynote address at the
conference "Shaping Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery
in the 21st Century" at the
University of Michigan.

Gigras memorial today
A memorial service for
graduate student Piyush G.
Gigras will be held from 4-6
p.m. today in the Brown
Hall Lounge. Gigras, who
was studying chemical
engineering, died Monday,
Dec. 17,2001, in an auto
accident in northern Iowa
while en route to visit family
in Minnesota.

Professor emeritus dies
H. Mitchell Perry Jr., M.D.,
professor emeritus of
medicine in the School of
Medicine, died of complications from cancer
Saturday, Jan. 19,2002, at
his home in Town &
Country. He was 78. A full
obituary for Perry will be
published in the Feb. 1
Record.

Of Note
Gruia-Catalin Roman, Ph.D.,
chair of the Department of
Computer Science in the
School of Engineering and
Applied Science, has been
named to the editorial board of
Transactions on Software
Engineering and Methodology, a
quarterly journal of the
Association of Computing
Machinery.

EllOt Family Night Enjoying the sixth annual William Greenleaf Eliot Society Family Night Jan. 18
are David Grebler of the Class of 1970 and his daughter, Sarina, and son, Joshua. More than 600
people attended the Eliot Society event at the Athletic Complex, which featured food, activities and
men's and women's basketball victories over New York University.

White distinguished service award nominations sought
The Office of Human Resources is seeking nominations for the Gloria W White
Distinguished Service Award,
which recognizes a staff member
for exceptional effort and
contributions that result in the
enhancement of the University.
The deadline for nominations
is Feb. 8.
The annual award was named
for White, who retired in 1997 as
vice chancellor for human
resources after 30 years with the
University.
While exceptional effort and
contribution can be described in
many ways, those making
nominations for this award are
asked to consider actions that:
• Strengthen our ability to
promote learning;

• Help create a positive working
and learning environment;
• Improve the wider community;
• Enhance the University's
reputation.
Nominees must have at least
five years of employment with the
University and be nonacademic
staff members in good standing.
Nominations will be focused on
the Hilltop and West campuses, as
the School of Medicine established
a Dean's Award to provide similar
recognition to medical school
employees.
A nomination for the White
award must include the nominee's
name, the specific reason(s) for the
nomination, a brief description of
how the University benefits or has
benefited from the nominee's
actions and the signature of the

person submitting the
nomination.
A committee will review the
nominations and select an
employee who will receive the
$1,000 award during the May
13 Staff Day celebration on the
Hilltop Campus.
Access a nomination form
by going to the human
resources Web site,
hr.wustl.edu. Under Workplace
Support, click on Employee
Recognition, and then click on
the Gloria W. White Distinguished Service Award. Call
935-5990 to obtain a paper
copy.
Send nominations to the
Gloria W White Distinguished
Service Award, Campus
Box 1184.

Awards
Arts & Sciences to
honor outstanding staff
— from Page 2

experimental science.
Kerri Friedman, academic
secretary in the Department of
Political Science: Friedman
oversees most matters dealing
with both undergraduate and
graduate academics and serves as
the department's webmaster. Her
responsibilities include scheduling classes, assigning advisees,
assessing the status of majors and
compiling reports on academic
issues. On a regular basis, she
takes the initiative to improve the
way the department conducts
business. As examples, she
designed forms for assessing the
progress of advisees, assigning
credit for overseas courses, and
for enrolling students as teaching
assistants.
Joan Greenberg, administrative assistant for student affairs in
the Department of Biology:
Greenberg is considered the
mainstay of the department in its
relationships with undergraduate
students. She has supervised the
advising of biology majors for
many years and, in the process,
has developed personal connections with the students that help
them feel like they are an
important part of the department
before they join laboratories. An
efficient worker and a team
player, she also organizes
enrollment, grading and room
assignments.
Annaliesa Hanebrink,
administrative officer in the
Graduate School of Arts &
Sciences: Known throughout the
University as a hardworking and
dedicated employee, Hanebrink is
revered by graduate students,
faculty and staff alike. Not only
does she navigate the University
systems, accounts and budgets,
she also handles office crises with
competence and tact. She takes
personal interest in the students,
going so far as taking an international student grocery shopping
and teaching her to cook. She
also takes great interest in other's
programs and projects, attending
conferences put on by the Olin
Fellows and the Chancellor's
Fellows.
Cindy Kahn, administrative
assistant in the Performing Arts
Department: Kahn combines
financial, organizational and
communication skills with a
personality that is driven by her
love of the arts. Whether she is
involved in complicated budgetary
matters, reconciling production
costs, overseeing the department's
technical and office staff, negotiating production rights for shows,
or supervising work study
students, she exhibits an "unquenchable" energy and passion.
Rita Kuehler, administrative
assistant in the Department of
Romance Languages & Literatures: Whether she is scheduling
classes, working with the budget
or on personnel matters, Kuehler
has been a constant source of
professionalism, good will,
exemplary competence and
inventiveness. A team player, she
never gives the impression that
she is too busy, even when her
desk is piled high. And whatever
she does, it is done punctually,
carefully and with seeming ease.
Cathy Marler, administrative
aide in the Department of
Classics: Classics faculty say they
are in debt to Marler for her
organizational skills and careful
handling of the department's
day-to-day affairs. Her patience
and sympathetic interactions
with students, both undergraduate and graduate, are the foundation of the excellent spirit the

department has seen in recent
years. Typical of her willing and
generous attitude, she immediately agreed to take over secretarial support of the Association
of Women Faculty when a classics
department member was elected
president of the organization for
2001-02.
Greg Potter, electronics shop
manager in the Department of
Chemistry: An electronics
engineer, Potter is considered
indispensable to the effective
operation of the department's
research group headed by Jacob
Schaefer, Ph.D., the Charles Allen
Thomas Professor. Potter is
responsible for the operation of
the solid state NMR laboratory,
including all aspects of maintenance and repair of the customized electronics systems. A
builder of complicated circuits,
he is both patient and skillful in
teaching beginning graduate
students how to work with the
equipment.
Terri Schneider, administrative assistant in the Department
of Mathematics: Schneider
handles the office work for the
graduate program and provides
support to the chair. Schneider is
known for her hard work, high
standards, generosity and sense
of humor. She anticipates needs
and jobs before they are fully
recognized, completing all tasks
efficiently and with enthusiasm.
She continued to perform at the
highest level for many years while
also raising a family and completing a bachelor's degree in
University College and a master's
degree in the George Warren
Brown School of Social Work.
Betha Whitlow, visual
resources curator in the Department of Art History & Archaeology: While assisting faculty and
students who use the slide
collection; Whitlow has contributed in highly creative ways to the
integration of teaching and
technology in the department.
She has unfailingly volunteered
time and energy to the many
initiatives regarding new
technology, technology and
teaching, and the building of
image and data banks for the
future. Especially notable is her
work on the Art Museum Image
Consortium project and her
collaboration with Associate
Professor Elizabeth C. Childs,
Ph.D., in helping students use
these resources in their classes.
Diane Willis, coordinator of
undergraduate advising and
student services in University
College: Willis was named
Advisor of the Year in 1999 by the
Missouri Academic Advising
Association. With skill, efficiency
and good humor, she advises
students — while also challenging them to be the best they can
be — on educational, career and
(when needed) personal matters.
She also coordinates advising and
academic support, makes
presentations to prospective
students, coordinates the honor
society and the Student Advisory
Committee, and is an active
member and former officeholder
in regional and national professional groups.

Dean's Award
As associate director of the
Teaching Center, Liz Peterson is
considered an indispensable
member of the academic support
personnel team in Eads Hall.
Peterson is a key person for Arts &
Sciences faculty. Whether they
need assistance with chalkboards,
overhead transparencies, microphones, PowerPoint presentations,
or the use of Smart Board
technology, she is the resident
expert. As a member of the
Classroom Monitoring Committee, she also helps ensure that
Hilltop Campus classrooms are
up-to-date and well-maintained.
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An insatiable intellectual
curiosity, the ability to
bridge disciplines and
forge collaborations, a
strong desire to better
the human condition, and the
example of a role model changing
directions in mid-career — these
are among the prime factors that
have molded Frank C.P. Yin, M.D.,
Ph.D., into a world-renowned
biomedical engineer.
Yin, the Stephen F. and Camilla
T. Brauer Professor and chair of
biomedical engineering in the
School of Engineering and
Applied Science, heads a dynamic,
young department not yet 5 years
old and already recognized as
among the nation's best.
Coinciding with the new
biomedical engineering undergraduate program is the
University's Institute of Biological
and Medical Engineering, also
directed by Yin. The institute,
which began July 1,1997, together
with the department, jointly
administers the graduate program
in biomedical engineering,
offering master's and doctor of
science degrees.
Yin came to Washington
University in 1997 from Johns
Hopkins University School of

The Whitaker
Foundation, which
has awarded grants
totaling
$15 million to the
department to
support new
faculty and to
build a biomedical
engineering
building east of
Brookings Hall on
the corner of Hoyt
Drive and Forest
Park Parkway.
Five million
dollars has been
dedicated to the
hiring of new
faculty, which will
stand at 10 fulltime people by
February and
eventually 15 fulltime people. Ten
million dollars is
designated for the
building. The
University is
matching the
funding.
The building
(From left) Frank C.P. Yin, M.D., Ph.D., the Stephen F. and Camilla T. Brauer Professor will be named the
and chair of biomedical engineering; graduate student Mark Zamir; and Shelly
Uncas A. Whitaker
Sakiyama-Elbert, Ph.D., assistant professor of biomedical engineering, look over
Hall for Biomediblueprints of the new biomedical engineering building to be occupied later this year.
cal Engineering
and is expected to
ing, sensory perception, motor
be in business for good in late fall.
Uncas A. Whitaker was the founder
control and neural imaging. And
growth and remodeling engineer- of AMP Inc., the world's largest
ing encompasses many areas from manufacturer of electrical connectors and connecting devices. Upon
embryology to growing new
hemodynamics, which is closely
vessels, tissues, bone, and the
Whitaker's death in 1975, the
related to aerodynamics.
healing of tissues after trauma
foundation was established to
"The bulk of my work has
such as a heart attack.
improve human health through the
been done in tissue mechanics.
"Our view of biomedical
support of biomedical
Many of the same concepts for
engineering.
engineering is different than that
structural analysis, a classic
Today, in addition to crafting a
of
many
other
places,"
Yin
exengineering field, can be applied
plained. "We chose these thrusts
department, Yin's research focus is
to cardiovascular tissues, blood
because we feel they are the next
on the study of how cells respond to
vessels, heart muscle, cells,
mechanical stimuli, either from the
frontiers. Molecular engineering
proteins and so on."
and neural engineering are likely
forces of fluid or stretching.
Yin said one of the earliest
to be the two areas of big discover"We're examining the properties
impacts of biomedical engineering
ies in the next decade.
of the cell, and the more we look,
on medicine was in orthopedics.
the clearer it becomes that cells are
"Our uniqueness lies in this
The structures of bone, skeleton
vision, I believe, as well as our
exquisitely sensitive and have very
and joints readily lend themselves
specific
responses to signals,"
very
close
ties
to
a
world-class
to engineering analysis.
medical school, which is not very
Yin said.
In orthopedics, he explained,
common with many biomedical
Yin's roots are far from this
the designing of prosthetics, new
country. He was born in China and
engineering departments."
surfaces and new adhesives are
That Yin directs the institute
came to the United States with his
among the engineering applicaparents when he was 5 years old,
and heads the department is
tions. Additionally, engineers are
amazing considering that the
shortly after the end of World
making a tremendous impact in
school originally expected that
War II. His father, Peter, wanted to
many other areas. Widespread
study chemistry, and his mother,
these positions would be suffiapplications of imaging, from PET
ciently
demanding
as
to
require
Hua-Nien, mathematics and
scans to MRI, have relied heavily
two different people to run them,
accounting. The Yin family —
upon engineers. The principles of
including younger brothers Tom
according to Salvatore P. Sutera,
magnetic resonance had been
Ph.D., who has made many
and Jerry — stayed in Aurora, Colo.,
known for decades, but engineers
contributions to biomedical
after the parents received their
applied them and showed how
degrees. Growing up in Aurora,
engineering at the University and
they could actually be used for
helped Yin launch the new
Frank Yin's interest in science took
medical purposes, he said.
off when the Soviet Union launched
department.
Yin said biomedical engineerthe famed Sputnik satellite.
"Frank Yin's application stood
ing is popular among students
"I couldn't believe that the
out
immediately,"
recalled
Sutera,
because of its challenge, novelty
the Spencer T. Olin Professor in
Russians could beat us in space," Yin
and bright future. About 50
biomedical engineering. "After his recalled. "This is why I went into
percent of graduates nationwide
campus interview it was clear that aeronautical engineering in the first
typically go into the booming
we had found both the chair and
place. The space program was
biomedical industry field, while
booming during my years of study,
director. What's more, he felt
the remaining 50 percent are split
strongly that progress would be
but after getting my doctorate and
about equally between medical
observing Dr. Fung leave aeronautiexpedited if the same person
school and academia.
cal engineering to pioneer biomediheaded both entities. By virtue of
Biomedical engineering is the
cal engineering, I realized pursuing
his credentials and experience,
most popular major at the
this new field would most directly
University's School of Engineering Frank has proved to be the
help me have an impact on society."
perfect
fit.
and Applied Science, with
"Having the M.D. and Ph.D.
Frorn immigrant to biomedical
approximately one-third of firstplus 20 years of experience at
engineering leader of great repute,
year engineering school students
Yin has touched many areas of
Johns Hopkins, he has been very
expressing interest in it. The
comfortable and effective working science and engineering as well as
department has a huge network
many people. He believes that it is
at the interstices of Washington
on campus, with 80-some
people, ultimately, who will enhance
University's biomedical engineercollaborators, more than half of
his already strong department and
ing culture. His amazing success
them in the School of Medicine,
at recruiting outstanding young
facilitate the impressive advances
but also in electrical and methat
will be made in the future.
faculty
and
graduate
students
to
chanical engineering, computer
"Our department is clearly on an '
our young department promises
science, and physics and chemisquickly to propel Washington
upward momentum and trajectory,
try, both in Arts & Sciences.
and a lot of that has to do with the
University into the top tier of
According to Yin, the departuniversities offering both
support of the University, alumni
ment has three major thrusts:
graduate and undergraduate
and our many friends," Yin said.
molecular engineering, neural
"Biomedical engineering is a
training in biomedical engineerengineering, and engineering of
popular field with many opportuniing in the United States."
growth and remodeling. MolecuThe biomedical engineering
ties, but we wouldn't be able to go
lar engineering covers the areas of
department
has
been
built
on
a
forward without that support. It's a
bioinformatics, genomics and
much bigger endeavor involving
decades-long foundation of less
protemoics and relies heavily on
formal collaboration with
more than just our department. It's
computational biology.
a large community of talented
engineers and medical school
Neural engineering is a rapidly
faculty. Biomedical engineering at people interested in, supportive of
growing area that leverages the
and committed to biomedical
the University has been aided
strengths of neuroscience to yield
greatly by financial support from
engineering."
information about sienal process-

Elevating biomedical engineering
With Frank C.P. Yin,
M.D., Ph.D., at the
helm, the young
department is
already among the
nation's best

BY TONY FITZPATRICK

Frank C.P. Yin, M.D., Ph.D.
Born: Kunming, Yunnan Province,
China
University title: The Stephen F. and
Camilla T. Brauer Professor and
chair of the Department of
Biomedical Engineering in the
School of Engineering and Applied
Science
Number of years at the University: 4
Degrees: B.S., aeronautical
engineering, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 1965; M.S.,
aeronautical engineering, MIT, 1967;
Ph.D., bioengineering, University of
California, San Diego (UCSD), 1970;
M.D., UCSD, 1973
Research interests: Focused on the
study of how cells respond to
mechanical stimuli, either from the
forces of fluid or stretching
Family: Wife Grace, a piano teacher;
sons Gregory, of St. Louis, and
Jeffrey, of Los Angeles
Hobbies, pastimes: Avid sports fan,
especially of baseball; gardening,
tinkerer of all sorts and photography

Medicine and Johns Hopkins
Hospital, where, since 1978, he
had served in the medicine,
physiology and biomedical
engineering departments. In 1988,
he became professor of medicine
and in 1989, professor of biomedical engineering.
Since 1978, he also had served
as staff physician in the Adult
Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory of Johns Hopkins Hospital.
He is multitalented and recognized worldwide for his pioneering contributions to biomechanics
and cardiovascular research. His
career is a prime example of what
biomedical engineering is.
Yin earned a master's in
aeronautical engineering from
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1967, then,
noticing an announcement of a
novel doctoral program beginning
at the University of California,
San Diego (UCSD), shifted his
interests to the West Coast and
biology and medicine.
"The man who started the
bioengineering program at UC
San Diego, and indeed is considered by many to be the father of
modern bioengineering, was Y.C.
Fung, a famous Cal Tech aeronautical engineer who was shifting
careers at middle age," Yin
explained. "I had no clear idea
what bioengineering was, but it
sounded interesting and challenging. Biology and medicine had
always fascinated me, and I really
wanted to do something that
would benefit mankind. I figured if
Fung could change careers in midlife, I could also at a younger age."
Yin earned a Ph.D. in bioengineering in 1970, then a medical
degree from UCSD in 1973,
completing house staff training at
the University Hospital of
San Diego from 1973-75.
Those who are neither doctors
nor engineers generally see little
synergy between the two professions, especially medicine and
aeronautics. But Yin can cite
numerous analogies between inert
systems and the human body.
"I did my master's thesis using
finite element analysis to examine
the mechanics of a foam-filled
rocket nose cone, but, in fact, such
a nose cone is structurally the
same as the heart, in principle," he
said. "It was a pretty natural
conversion for me. Some of the
cardiovascular bioengineering
areas I deal with, for instance,
have to do with blood flow and

